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· I'm thinking about this combination and does anyone have experience with this? It's all Ruger who thinks it would be a good combination and easy warranty &amp;gt; if necessary. I have read some of the poles and it seems that the aluminum frame is liked more than the polyethylene frame?? Appreciated tips and thoughts. Thank you. · I
have a tactic on the way to use with an AAC Element 2. I ordered the aluminum frame version. I like metal grip better and can share mags with my hunter. Going to all Ruger makes sense, although I recommend taking a look at all the options. I hear good things about Dead Air. · I'm thinking about this combination and does anyone have
experience with this? It's all Ruger who thinks it would be a good combination and easy warranty &amp;gt; if necessary. I have read some of the poles and it seems that the aluminum frame is liked more than the polyethylene frame?? Appreciated tips and thoughts. Thank you. I can't comment specifically on the Mr Silent Suppressor as I
don't have one, but I can comment on the Ruger 22/45 and shoot with a suppressor while firing 1000 bullets through a 22/45 with suppressor. A quick look at rugs Ruger Silent SR Suppressor says it has what it takes to be a decent .22 gun suppressor. The diameter is suitable for you to see the factory sights, the baffles are removable for
cleaning and are fixed together to prevent dust/lead from sticking the baffles to the outer tube (very important trait), the baffles are made of stainless steel (makes energy or chemical cleaning very easy). Some of the cheapest suppressors on the market have aluminum baffles and those are a REAL PAIN to clean as chemical or sonic
cleaning can ruin aluminum baffles. I think you'll really like the 22/45 with a suppressor, as it makes a somewhat light gun much more stable and disparate. (my 22/45 is more accurate with a suppressor than without). As for the alloy vs polymer frame?-- good question, I have the 22/45 lite and it comes with a polymer frame. I've had 0
problems with the polymer frame and it seems to be a no problem (probably somewhere north of 20,000 rounds through it at the moment. The only thing I've done in the bottom frame (apart from a trigger job, and remove the mag disconnection) is to add a thin wedge to the R/H side of the hammer bushing (between the bushing and the
polymer frame) to take some of the lateral movement out of the bushing, but more to prevent the metal bushing from removing directly into the frame polymer. I'm not sure wear-shim is necessary, but I fire a lot of suppressed cartridges (suppressors make the insides of a weapon run MUCH dirtier with sandy dust dust dust recoil residue). I
wouldn't hesitate to buy another 22/45 with the polymer grip frame. · Not trying to change the subject, but how do you clean the grip frame? Can you put it in a sonic cleaner? I have a hunter iv mark, and I erase what is visible, but one of these days you will need more. · Discussion • #5 • January 10, 2018 Thank you all for the answers and
information. I'm also looking at the Ruger case that fits the Tactics (Part #50430). They also offer spare parts for your suppressor at a good price, except for the sanity cover ($62.95). The suppressor is $449.00 retail and you can buy it for $317.00 and retail on the gun (#40150) is $569.00 and this is about $418.00.I am waiting in 2018 for
new guns on the Shot Show to make sure something doesn't come out and I ask why I didn't wait! Thanks again for the help. · Not trying to change the subject, but how do you clean the grip frame? Can you put it in a sonic cleaner? I have a hunter iv mark, and I erase what is visible, but one of these days you will need more. Well,
personally I'm not a great weapons cleaner, but I usually clean the suppressor deflectors over every 4,000 bullets or so. When I occasionally clean the polymer grip frame I simply remove the grip panels, then I inundo the bottom with WD-40, then I finger rest while softening all the accumulated bark, then the flight very well with
compressed air (this seems to clean it to look like the new one). Then simply lubricate the pivots, pins, &amp; contact points, then put it back into service. Personally, I would never put any piece of polymer, aluminum or anodized gun in a sonic cleaner (it might not be a problem, but again I could so I just don't). · Thank you, very
appreciated. · Thank you all for the answers and the information. I'm also looking at the Ruger case that fits the Tactics (Part #50430). They also offer spare parts for your suppressor at a good price, except for the sanity cover ($62.95). The suppressor is $449.00 retail and you can buy it for $317.00 and retail on the gun (#40150) is
$569.00 and this is about $418.00.I am waiting in 2018 for new guns on the Shot Show to make sure something doesn't come out and I ask why I didn't wait! Thanks again for the help. From past experience I suggest you go in buying suppressor of your choice as SOON as possible. (most .22 fixed gun guns are 1/2x28 thread guns) The
waiting time of the suppressor shape 1 or shape 4 after purchase is very long. (may be up to 11 months (or more) from the date of submission of the form). I had 3 in the system this year alone, fist one was just over 11 months, second was a little over 10 months or so and I am still waiting in 8 months in the 3rd one. · · I'd say get anything
a good suppressor.22 that you can get the fastest. I have an Element 2 and an Axiom. They're both very good. There are also no complaints about the MKIII police framework. · What optics are you using in the image above? Point of aim? which is the Bushnell micro. I have one of them and several of the advanced version of Primary
Arms. · I agree with CraigC. Follow the tax stamp as soon as possible. I have 3 applications in limbo right now. One of the end of February one since early March 2018, and one from 2 weeks ago. I haven't received any approval yet. I went with the Silencerco Spectre II and liberty regulator for my .22lr cans. I'm going to see how they
compare when I get them. You must have the Wraith in a month or two, and the Regulator in about a year. I wish. · Best regards... Here's my opinion on the polymer issue. I have what I'm now, I guess, an old one. A P 95. Lower polymer. In addition, a friend has an Mk 3 22/45 (since the first time they came out) also a lower polymer. I, like
many in the late 1990s, was a little worried at the time about a pistol with plastic parts. After spending the last 22 years with the P 95 almost always within reach of the arms, (no, I don't shower with it). I can honestly say, I have no problems, they have never had, and hope never to have any with her. This P 95 has been beaten over the
years. My friend's 22/45 looks pretty much like the day it was bought. Unless the polymer recipe has been changed for the worse, (which I doubt very much) I am impressed, and would not hesitate about it these days. Now, if only Ruger could figure out how to do it steel color! Start of discussion • #15 • Jan 20, 2018 I was finally able to
celebrate a tactical 22/45 yesterday(40150) and I really liked it. I'm still waiting next week to read about the new releases for 2018.I sold my SP101 22lr and regret doing it, but I was expecting a 2 3/4 bbl. for 2018.I think I'll keep a semi-auto next time, as I'm still thinking of a suppressor. I asked about the Ruger suppressor and they said he
probably won't order one. An LGS said the wait for them was 3-4 months on the paperwork and I don't believe them, just trying to make a sale. Ruger has a holster (50430) and has someone seen/own? Decisions are difficult for me, as I will only own an 22 lr. Weapon. Thank you all for the opinions and advice. PC Carbine™ AR-556®
10/22® Mini-14® No.1 Silent-SR® Silent-SR® ISB No.1 AR-556® Pc Carbine™ Ruger Precision® Rifle 556® SR-22® 10/22® Mini-14® No.1 AR-556® SR-22® 10/22® Mini-14® No.1 ? Start of the discussion • #1 • October 13, 2018 I went out a second time to put some rounds through my Mark IV. I ran through 2, 100-rd boxes
(suppressed CCI) without problems. Then I tried some suppressed Winchester M-22 and that's when the problem started. The first three rounds were not. There were obvious blows to the tires, but there were no gunshots. The rest of the magazine went off. The same thing happened with the second mag, but this time I couldn't clear the
round or even screw the slide. So I have a potentially dangerous firearm without an obvious way to break it down. It seems that the daring has not sat firmly, I can even press the button and remove the barrel. I called Ruger and they want to see the firearm after I let her soak in WD40 for two weeks to make sure the round is dead. I to do
that, but does anyone have any idea how to break down the firearm or has anyone had similar problems? I was thinking of using a rubber mallet and a mylar punch to try to open the bolt, but I'm not sure if that action could damage the gun or the insides of the firearm. · Best regards... WD 40 deactivates the primer compound. That's why
they want you to soak it. Can't you torment the slide backwards? If you can't pull the slide back, that sounds like something's broken or something got stuck, like a piece of shaved lead from a previous round or the extractor is locked on the edge of the round. The extractor is spring loaded, so if that's why you can't pull the slide back, you
should be able to tire life, so you can lock the slide back. 200 cartridges can get it dirty. I'd do what Ruger asks. Put the gun in a gallon closing bag and empty a small can of WD 40 and let it soak. If you can lock the bolt back, then you can remove the cartridge with a fork that will slide over the edge. You say the cartridge is not completely
seated. Once the gun has been soaked for a while, Personally, I would probably use a pair of needle-tipped pliers to fork the edge of the cartridge. Or try a cleaning bar to push it out. I'd aim a bunch of WD 40s down the canyon! I don't know if you can legally send a gun with a cartridge or not. If you try, I would definitely let it soak for the
suggested 2 weeks, try to get it in writing! Then I would definitely send it in the WD 40 bag in the factory box with another bag holding a note describing the problem, just in case the bag full of oil leaks! Full of bubble wrapping! If you took the cartridge out on your own, I'd still send it. Ruger's customer service is recognized in the industry.
They fixed things you didn't even know were wrong! Start of discussion • #3 • October 13, 2018 Greetings... WD 40 deactivates the primer compound. That's why they want you to soak it. Can't you torment the slide backwards? If you can't pull the slide back, that sounds like something's broken or something got stuck, like a piece of
shaved lead from a previous round or the extractor is locked on the edge of the round. The extractor is spring loaded, so if that's why you can't pull the slide back, you should be able to tire life, so you can lock the slide back. 200 cartridges can get it dirty. I'd do what Ruger asks. Put the gun in a gallon closing bag and empty a small can of
WD 40 and let it soak. If you can lock the bolt back, then you can pull out the cartridge with a fork that will slide over the edge. You say the cartridge is not completely seated. Once the gun has been soaked for a while, Personally, I would probably use a pair of needle-tipped pliers to fork the edge of the cartridge. Or try a cleaning bar to
push it out. I'd aim a lot down the canyon! I don't know if you can legally send a gun with cartridge in it or not. If you try, I would definitely let it soak for the suggested 2 weeks, try to get it in writing! Then I would definitely send it in the WD 40 bag in the factory box with another bag holding a note describing the problem, just in case the bag
full of oil leaks! Full of bubble wrapping! If you took the cartridge out on your own, I'd still send it. Ruger's customer service is recognized in the industry. They fixed things they didn't even know was wrong! Thanks for the Kandaje information. Nothing is joking, so I think the best option is to wait 2 weeks, see if I can screw the slide and if
not, send it back to Ruger. I'll call you to confirm that they'll accept a firearm with a jammed round. The firearm is sitting on WD40 as we speak, so time will tell. · Yes. I'd follow what Ruger CS has suggested. One thing to keep in mind, however, you may want to remove the handles before soaking in WD40. · Best regards... Yes. I'd follow
what Ruger CS has suggested. One thing to keep in mind, however, you may want to remove the handles before soaking in WD40. Especially if they're made of wood! I wouldn't worry too much if they were the plastic ones. Only be careful with the ejection of the spring-loaded charger at the bottom right of the handle if you remove them. It
has a tendency to go orbital and throw all its parts in separate directions if you look at it fun... I was thinking of using a rubber mallet and a mylar punch to try to open the bolt, but I'm not sure if that action could damage the gun or the insides of the firearm. I'd try. Put a wedge edge on the mylar punch and see if you can touch the bolt
backwards just a little to release it. Keep the gun pointing in a safe direction... and wear a face shield because if the primer turns on it will be a battery detonation and you could get a brass splinter on your face. · Kroil is a better choice than WD-40, he used it on an 1873 Colt that my father found in the high desert in Arizona, he had three
live cartridges in the cylinder! He worked in a paper mill for over 40 years and that's all we use. But what Ruger always suggests, I guess. · Best regards... Just don't break the Extractor, if it's still hooked to the edge. It is more likely that it will simply pull the brass edge of the cartridge housing a bit, but it is also likely to pull the jammed

housing of the camera. Hitting things with a hammer is sometimes the best way! I wouldn't recommend driving the round against the bolt, or trying to force it using the extractor. If it were me, I'd try to remove the extractor from the edge with needle-tipped pliers or a dental beak. With the edge released, the must move back to the hammer
cock. Then security can be put on and the takedown button will work. If that does not work, then you can eject the pin holding the disassembly button and the bolt stop pin. Then you should be able to remove the top and get another to move the extractor. Once the bolt has been removed, then the round can be knocked down with a
wooden or plastic spike by the snout. The camera of a suppressed gun gets shot before one that isn't. You should probably pull a solvent patch through every 100-150 cartridges. Even more often when using dirty ammunition like Winchester. JMO. · Home Debate • #10 • October 15, 2018 I would not recommend driving the round against
the bolt, or trying to force it using the extractor. If it were me, I'd try to remove the extractor from the edge with needle-tipped pliers or a dental beak. With the edge released, the bolt should move back to the hammer cock. Then security can be put on and the takedown button will work. If that does not work, then you can eject the pin
holding the disassembly button and the bolt stop pin. You should then be able to remove the top and get another angle to move the extractor. Once the bolt has been removed, then the round can be knocked down with a wooden or plastic spike by the snout. The camera of a suppressed gun gets shot before one that isn't. You should
probably pull a solvent patch through every 100-150 cartridges. Even more often when using dirty ammunition like Winchester. JMO. Hi Test, I have received a lot of recommendations on what to do. Right now, the firearm is getting its gun in an inch of WD40. I don't normally shoot down guns any more than I need to clean them up. At 72
years of age I am not sure I want to try to find the right way to clear the round, deal with the extractor and find the problem. It's a new firearm and I don't want to ruin it. I'm leaving tomorrow for a two-week trip and I assume that when I get back the firearm will be ready to be sent to Ruger. I've already been sent a FedEx label for return. I
thank you for all your recommendations and will let you know what Ruger discovers. · Start of discussion • #11 • November 13, 2018 I just received ruger's Mark IV back after repair. I have to say I'm impressed with the change. They got the firearm on a Wednesday afternoon and gave it back to me on Friday. They replaced the extractor,
extractor spring and repaired the barrel/receiver assembly and front sight (?). They ran 30 rounds of subsonic Win and 20 rounds of the Fed auto match without a failure. They said the number might have been related to the magazine, but since I didn't send the magazines back with the firearm, there was no way to say. The initial number
with the win rounds without shooting happened with the four mags of my factory, so I doubt it was a magazine issue. Interestingly, they do not recommend subsonic ammunition through the Mark IV, which is a bit strange as the Tactical 22/45 comes with a threaded gun and is ready for suppressor. They recommend high-speed
ammunition, which goes against the use of the suppressor. Nevertheless, no more Win M-22 subsonic to me. I'm going to CCI. And it could round out the back ends of the magazine's lips as some suggested eliminating any FTF or FTE problems. · I went out a second time to spend some rounds on my Mark IV. I ran through 2, 100-rd
boxes (suppressed CCI) without problems. Then I tried some suppressed Winchester M-22 and that's when the problem started. The first three rounds were not. There were obvious blows to the tires, but there were no gunshots. The rest of the magazine went off. The same thing happened with the second mag, but this time I couldn't
clear the round or even screw the slide. So I have a potentially dangerous firearm without an obvious way to break it down. Looks like the daredeer hasn't sat firmly, so I can even press the button and remove the barrel. I called Ruger and they want to see the firearm after I let her soak in WD40 for two weeks to make sure the round is
dead. I plan to do that, but does anyone have any idea how to break down the firearm or has anyone had similar problems? I was thinking of using a rubber mallet and a mylar punch to try to open the bolt, but I'm not sure if that action could damage the gun or the insides of the firearm. Yesterday I sent my Mark IV Target to Ruger for
similar reasons. But, I was able to open the bolt and clean the fire casing. · Start of discussion • #13 • December 21, 2018 I sent my Mark IV Target back to Ruger yesterday for similar problems. But, I was able to open the bolt and clean the fire casing. I'm sorry about your problems, too. In my case, they erased the round (without firing)
and changed the extractor. I suspect you might have the same problem. The good news is they turned my gun around in less than a week. Excellent customer service. · I hope to get it back for New Year's Day... big shot at the club! If it gets worse, I can shoot my Single Six, though! If you want to shoot subsonics you need to replace the
rebound spring with a lighter spring. Get the Volquartsen kit and use its lighter spring. Then you shouldn't have any problems. I use the light spring for standard speed and I have no problems. I use the gold spring for high speed and it works 100%. But, as Ruger says, you really can't fire subsonic ammunition from a carpet. · Home Debate
• #16 • Dec 22, 2018 If you want to shoot subsonic, you must replace the rebound spring with a lighter spring. Get the Volquartsen kit and use its lighter spring. Then you shouldn't have any problems. I use the light spring for standard speed and I have no problems. I use the gold spring for high speed and it works 100%. But, as Ruger
says, you really can't fire subsonic ammunition from a carpet. That's exactly what he told me when I asked about subsonic ammunition. The representative mentioned that Ruger does not make a spring, but that I can order one from a third party. Roaring rules, however, prevented him from mentioning any Parts. I'm going to look at the
Volquartsen springs. Thanks for the information. · Debate Home • #17 • Dec 27, 2018 If you want to shoot subsonic you need to replace the rebound spring with a lighter spring. Get the Volquartsen kit and use its lighter spring. Then you shouldn't have any problems. I use the light spring for standard speed and I have no problems. I use
the gold spring for high speed and it works 100%. But, as Ruger says, you really can't fire subsonic ammunition from a carpet. I just got the kit and replaced the standard spring with the new lighter Volquartsen spring. I'll try it and report if it ever stops raining here in Louisiana. Louisiana.
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